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Among all the many thousand Athenian vases that survive, there are a few that appear again and 

again in books on Greek art; they can be called the 'top of the pots'. One of them is what is 

known as the 'Gorgos' cup. This is a small Athenian red-figure cup with the typical  arrangement  

of decoration: a scene on each of the outer  sides and a tondo inside. On the outside of the 

'Gorgas' cup there is a contrast between the two subjects. On one side the painter gives us the 

duel at Troy between Achilles and Memnon. Memnon ,the king of  Ethiopia, came late to assist his 

uncle Priam and survived in the field for only a short time. The heroes' mothers are there on the 

cup to assist them: Thetis urges on Achilles who advances  from the left, as is usual for 

victorious  combatants on painted pottery, and Eos (Dawn) runs up behind Memnon with 

outstretched right arm, as her son buckles at the knees. The other side of the cup presents  a 

less tragic scene: Dionysos  is seated between a maenad on one side of him and two satyrs on 

the other who are struggling with a frisky goat. Both themes had become popular in vase-

painting over a number of generations. Also popular, but derived neither from legend nor from 

divine stories, the interior scene shows a naked young man, with a short cloak round his shoulders 

and a band of honeysuckle in his hair, crouching down and steadying himself with a knobbed stick as 

he prepares to release a hare. 

Makers' names 

The reason for the name 'Gorgas' is that, written in red around the figure of the young man on the 

interior, are the words Gorgas epoiesen- 'Gorgas made [this]'- so he was the 'maker' of the cup, in 

whatever sense (shaped with his own hands or under his direction in the workshop). This name is 

not otherwise known as a 'maker' of pottery, and it has not been possible to suggest another piece 

'made' by him. However, most attention has been focused not on the 'maker' but on the problem 

of who painted the figures - this is what has been called the. 'key question'. Unless Gorgas was 

painter as well as maker, we must try to find if this cup was decorated by a painter whose ancient 

name or modem nickname we know. To do this, we must study the details of the painting to find tell-

tale signs of his style that might be matched against paintings on other pots. Years of patient study 

by a great number of scholars have still not provided an agreed answer to the identity of the painter, 

though the criteria on which to base an attribution are not lacking: details of the anatomy of the  

various figures, of their clothing,  their armour, etc.; the manner in which lines are created (relief, 

contour, incised, with dilute glaze and red paint); beyond that, the composition of the scenes and 

the choice of subjects. The cup has been given the full 'attribution treatment' but has not provided 

an agreed answer. 

Key questions 

However, figured pottery has more to interest us than the identity of painter or the quality of the 

painting; and to claim that finding the painter is the 'key question' begs the question. The 

techniques of shaping, decorating and firing pottery are one subject that students of ceramics 

continue to investigate: the digging of the clay, its mixing and settling, the structure and working 

of the wheel, the proportions of the shapes, the nature of the paints, the techniques of the 

drawing, the stages of the firing, etc. The  significance of the scenes depicted provides students 

of myth, religion and social life, anthropologists and art-historians with much to ponder: why are 

certain scenes popular in one generation and not in the next? how are the scenes of myth and 

everyday life to be interpreted? are the scenes on the sides complementary and do they relate to 



the interior tondo on the cups? in the particular instance of the 'Gorgas'  cup, what connection, if 

any, did Dionysos have with Achilles fighting Memnon and/or with the boy and the hare? in fact, 

who chose the scenes - the maker, the painter or the customer? and how were scenes that were 

painted in Athens understood by those people that acquired the pottery, such as Etruscans, 

central Europeans and other non-Greeks? This distribution of pottery to various regions within 

Greece and to different parts of the Mediterranean and beyond (South Russia, Egypt, etc.) also gives 

archaeologists and historians, whether economic, social or political, evidence on which to build 

theories of contact and communication, and to seek to answer questions about the significance of 

pottery in the total cargo of a ship bound for distant shores. The find spot and context in which a 

particular piece of pottery is found also naturally raise questions that call for comment. To call the 

identity of the painter the key question  argues for a specific order of priority that not everyone 

would share. 

Finds in a Well 

What then were the find spot and context of the 'Gorgos' cup? It was excavated from a well that 

was covered by one of the gutter blocks on the south front of the Stoa of Attalos constructed in the 

second century BC on the east side of the agora of Athens. The well had however gone out of use 

long before that - most likely at the time of the Persian invasion of Athens in 480 BC. It was used as 

a dump for local rubbish - dried up wells were always thought suitable repositories for debris. 

The well had been a deep one (9.70 m), and there were three metres of fill at the bottom. The 

amount of pottery that was discarded in the well was immense; much of it, though broken by the 

action of disposal, had been in good condition when abandoned. The variety of the material is 

characteristic of the output of the Athenian pottery workshops of the years around 500 BC: black-

figure and red-figure vases, black-glaze shapes, and plain and kitchen wares. Also, there were over 

thirty large storage jars for wine, oil and such, and though one or two had most likely held Attic oil, 

the majority had been imported from abroad, from Corinth and islands such as Samos, Lesbos and 

Chios, well known for their wines. The fine-ware shapes were divided between pottery for symposia 

(cups, jugs, mixing bowls and such) and for funerals (black-figure lekythoi, of which there were well 

over 200). There were also some unofficial measures for liquid, and two official ones (these two 

carried the painted word demosios ('public') on their shoulder), and there were some household 

items such as loom weights and spindle whorls.  

Shop Clearance 

Such a quantity and variety of shapes and functions immediately suggested to the excavators that 

this was not just the dumping of the rubbish of one family on their return to Athens after their 

evacuation to Salamis. It was more likely the clearing-out of a retail shop selling pottery (hence the 

200+ lekythoi). The varieties of pottery (fine, plain and coarse) would seem to indicate that more 

than one pottery-making business had supplied the retailer with his goods, and these pottery-

shops were likely to have been situated nearby, in the direction of the main gate of Athens where 

many of the potters had their workshops. But the rubbish is unlikely to have been discarded from 

one type of source only; the wine jars, which were imported and sold for their contents, may have 

come from a local inn or wine-store, and this may also explain the measures. Also one of the small 

black-glaze drinking cups had already been incised with a graffito (that is, after firing) which said 

'Eponasos for Hermes', so it was to have been a dedicatory piece for the god. Who scratched that 

graffito and when? the retailer for the customer?  or the customer for himself? If the latter, then 

this should enlarge the source of the refuse down the well. 

 



On the shelf 

The picture seems to be that the pottery came from various work shops, from a wine-shop and from 

an unknown number of local houses. Certainly, the red-figure cups thrown down the well are likely 

to have been unsold at the time of the Persian invasion. The  Athenian  agora, like  any city 

centre,  is not the place in which much quality work in painted pottery is found. First class work 

was usually dedicated at sanctuaries or deposited as grave goods, and particularly  in those 

graves located  outside Greece itself, as the 19th century finds from Etruscan tombs in central 

Italy  in particular have  shown. The deposits  in the  Athenian agora are not best studied as 

evidence for art history; their interest is social and economic.  Good  red-figure  work such as 

the 'Gorgos' cup and others (there are no fewer than a dozen red figure cups) would in the 

normal course of time have been exported. For instance, there are a number of cups whose 

painted scenes have been attributed to the red-figure vase-painter Epiktetos. Most of the other 

cups attributed  to him were either dedications on the Athenian Acropolis or export iterns 

excavated in Italy and elsewhere; no others have been found in the Athenian agora. Of the 

handful from the well, one, a slight work, shows on the interior a naked girl carrying her boots as 

she goes to wash; the other has a daring design of two youths boxing within the circle of the 

tondo (this too carries the word 'epoiesen' but sadly no  name is preserved). Interestingly, none 

of Epiktetos' cups from the well carry scenes on the outside, and there were no other red-figure   

shapes   in  the  well  besides   the  cups.   Study   of Epiktetos' development as a painter shows 

that the cup with the girl  should  date  about  a  generation  before  the cup  with the youths. 

The girl must have been on the shopkeeper's shelf for some time before being consigned to 

the bottom of the well; her image took no one's fancy. 

The contents  of the well have  a complex  story to relate, of which the 'Gorgos' cup and the 

other figured pieces are only one element. A properly excavated deposit is greater than the sum 

of its parts and furnishes more nourishing pickings than those isolated, if handsome, items that 

illicit  'treasure hunts'  supply for the shelves of  auction houses.  
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